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Ultra compact mini size design

T151’s compact mini design and its sleek round look create an intimate feeling for the users. Being 

the most compact soft rubber USB drive on the market, you are able to carry it around wherever 

you go since it is as small and light weight as a coin.
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Environmental friendly material and curved design

The design is inspired by the surface tension of water 

droplets. Its sleek sides make it even more eye catching 

for consumers. The body of the T151 also makes it easy 

and convenient for users to handheld the device or 

open/close the cap. All your important data is at the 

grasp of your fingertips!

Easily prevent cap-losing problem with 

thoughtful hangtag design

The cleverly designed bead chain and hangtag 

not only allow you to match and hang on your 

personal belongings, you can also hide the 

hangtag inside the cap. The smart design of the 

hangtag and the USB drive cap can prevent the 

problem of losing or misplacing the cap.

COB assembly process offers all around protection in 

waterproof, dust-proof and shockproof

T151 is exclusively using TPR soft rubber material and COB(Chip 

On Board) assembly process to offer waterproof, dust-proof 

and shockproof protection. It avoids data corruption or 

data loss which caused by external forces during the 

operation. It provides an all-around protection to 

every moment of your precious memory.
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Model
Interface
Capacity
Color
Weight
Voltage
Dimensions

Operation System

LED Reveal
Warranty

T151
USB 2.0
8GB / 16GB / 32GB / 64GB
Gray / Blue
5.5g
DC 5V
25.3 x 16.9 x 10.5 mm
Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10, MAC OS 10.6.x+, 
Linux 2.6.x+
NO
Lifetime warranty

Item Specification
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Specification

Ordering Information
Team P/N Capacity Description
TT1518GC01

TT15116GC01

TT15132GC01

TT15164GC01

TT1518GL01

TT15116GL01

TT15132GL01

TT15164GL01

TEAM T151 DRIVE 8GB GRAY RETAIL

TEAM T151 DRIVE 16GB GRAY RETAIL

TEAM T151 DRIVE 32GB GRAY RETAIL

TEAM T151 DRIVE 64GB GRAY RETAIL

TEAM T151 DRIVE 8GB BLUE RETAIL

TEAM T151 DRIVE 16GB BLUE RETAIL

TEAM T151 DRIVE 32GB BLUE RETAIL

TEAM T151 DRIVE 64GB BLUE RETAIL

8GB

16GB

32GB

64GB

8GB

16GB

32GB

64GB

Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.

Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.

Address: 3F, No.166, Jian 1st Rd., Zhonghe Dist., 
New Taipei City 23511, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel: +886-2-82265000 Fax: +886-2-82265808
mail: sales@teamgroup.com.tw / rma@teamgroup.com.tw

www.teamgroupinc.com

Main Feature
COB assembly process: waterproof, dustproof
Supports hot-swap and plug-and-play
Backward compatible USB 1.1 transmission interface
Support power saving mode
Lightweight appearance making it easy to carry
Hangtag design prevents from losing cap
Ergonomic design for easy use

waterproof

dustproof

lid-holder
strap


